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In last month's newsletter, we discussed internet speed vs band-
width. This month we will focus on how internet speed is measured 

and common internet speed terms. 
As we discussed last month, 
you can think of internet speed 
like water pressure: it’s all 
about how much volume is 
moving in a given amount of 
time. 
Computers connected to the 
internet transfer information to 
each other in electronic pack-
ets. A packet is simply a unit 
of data. Think of it as a drop of 
water. Just as more water pres-
sure will deliver more drops of 
water in a shorter amount of time, a faster internet connection will 
deliver more packets in a shorter amount of time.
Internet speed is a measure of the rate at which information is trans-
ferred from one place on the internet to another. That measurement 
can be expressed in several ways, but the first step to understanding 
it is to understand the units of electronic information.
Electronic information is any piece of information stored or used by 
a computer or internet device. It tells computers what to do, what to 
display, and how to interact with each other. The most basic unit of 
electronic information is called a bit. 
When computers send information over the internet, the bits take 
time to reach their destination. That time is measured in seconds. So 
internet speeds are measured by identifying how many bits are trans-
ferred in one second, hence the measurement term "bits per second". 

SEE BITS, PG 3.
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Did You Know? - Benefits of Backing Up

Imagine you are sitting at home using your computer
as a summer storm rolls in. Rain is pounding on the 

roof, your lights flicker, the thunder booms loudly, 
and...BAM - LIGHTNING STRIKES! All of a sudden 
your computer screen goes blank, and the hum of 
the hard drive quiets. Your computer was just fried by 
the lightning strike. 
In the same flash, you suddenly start thinking of all 
the pictures, and important personal information 
that was stored on your device that you will no longer 

have access to, wishing that you had a copy of every-
thing you have just lost.
It is in this scenario and scenarios similar to it
(hardware malfunction, computer virus, software
corruption, or problems due to human error) that it
is important to be proactive with your data. When
you save your important information to an external
device or to remote cloud storage, you insure
against the risk of unexpected computer failure and
lost information.

Which back-up method will work best for you?
External Hard Drive Back-UP Cloud Storage Options

• Info stored offline - no need for an Internet con-
nection

• Less risk of being hacked
• Ample storage capacity - usually 1 to 2 TB
• Easy to back-up - some hard drives have auto

back-up features when plugged in

• Offsite protection - no risk of theft or fire
• Access your info from anywhere as long as you

have an Internet connection
• Convenient file sharing capability
• Call us to discuss options for storage needs,

including SecureIT & Filehopper subscriptions.

Blue Lightning is giving $10 to the local schools in our service area for every 
new sign-up or bandwidth boost of 30 Mbps or higher through September.  

Ready to get your lightning-fast connection? Call our office for more details!

414 main St - Po Box 690 - wiGGinS, co   970-483-7343
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BITS from page 1

Bits per second 
Because the information bits are so small, 
the number transferred in a single second is 
almost always well over 1,000. The common 
practice is to express those large numbers 
using the metric-based prefixes, such as kilo 
for 1,000; mega for 1 million and giga for 1 
billion.
Putting this all together, internet speeds are 
generally measured in kilobits per second 
(Kbps); megabits per second (Mbps) and 
gigabits per second (Gbps).

How are the terms used? 
Most internet speeds are expressed in Mbps. 
Very slow upload and download speeds are 
sometimes measured in Kbps. However, over 
the past decade, top-end internet speeds 

have increased, and the fastest internet 
speeds are now often measured in Gbps.

Internet services capable of reaching the 
Gbps threshold are often referred to as 1 gig 
or gigabit internet. These super-fast internet 
connections usually rely on fiber-optic tech-
nology.

The above article includes excerpts from 
"The Consumers Guide to Internet Speed" by 
Rebecca Lee Armstrong and John Dilley, 
HighSpeedInternet.com.

Editor's note: Blue Lightning's internet ser-
vice is fiber-optic and Gig Certified, as refer-
enced above. More information can be found 
at www.GetBlueLightning.com.

Next month: Upload vs Download Speeds

Did You Know? - Internet Speed vs Bandwidth

Blue Plan subscribers receive a Calix GigaCenter router that delivers a strong Wi-Fi signal at blazing fast 
speeds. The Blue Plan also includes a maintenance plan to ensure the inside wiring and jacks in your home 

that run your phone and internet service will stay in proper working condition. Your Blue Lightning provided 
internet equipment is also covered. If issues arise with the equipment or service, we will troubleshoot it and 
repair or replace it for free. All this for only $10 per month (two year agreement required). However, now 

through September, Blue Lightning is waiving the $10 per month fee for the first six months!
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